
Built for Secret enclaves

Azure Government Secret

Advance your 

classified mission

Two dedicated 

regions and a third 

announced region 

500+ miles apart,  

built for US Secret 

workloads, and 

operated by cleared 

US citizens.

Trust in a consistent 

experience

Designed for ease of 

procurement, onboarding 

and a familiar user 

experience.

Discover innovative 

offerings

Take advantage of cloud 

capabilities including 

infrastructure-as-a-service 

(IaaS), platform-as-a-

service (PaaS), software-

as-a-service (SaaS), and 

Marketplace offerings.

Get fast, direct 

connectivity

Connect natively to 

classified networks or 

leverage options for 

private, resilient, high-

bandwidth connectivity 

using ExpressRoute and 

ExpressRoute Direct. 

Building on our commitment 

to the full spectrum of government data
Azure Government meets DoD Impact Level 5 (IL5) for all regions and 

offers two new IL6 regions with a third announced region, helping 

ensure you meet data classification requirements with powerful, 

resilient cloud capabilities at your fingertips.
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Azure Government Secret

Government customers and 

partners with US Secret 

classified workloads

Classified Secret-Level Data

Get comprehensive and powerful cloud services built exclusively to meet 

the regulatory and compliance requirements for Department of Defense 

Impact Level 6 (IL6) and Director of National Intelligence (DNI) Intelligence 

Community Directive (ICD 503) accreditation. 



The mission-critical cloud for classified data

Fast global connectivity

Azure Government Secret uses Azure networking technologies, delivering high-speed 

communications within the Continental United States (CONUS) back to exclusive datacenters 

over a private network. 

Connect natively to US Government classified networks or utilize options for private, resilient, 

high-bandwidth connectivity using ExpressRoute and ExpressRoute Direct. Consider the best 

service option for your agency’s unique needs.

Classified networks

Azure Government Secret is 

natively available with 

authorized access to a 

connected US Government 

classified network.

ExpressRoute 

Extend your on-premises 

networks into Azure 

Government Secret regions over 

a private connection facilitated 

by a connectivity provider.

ExpressRoute Direct

Benefit from the ability to 

connect directly into Azure 

Government Secret locations 

using ExpressRoute Direct.

Advance your 

classified mission 

Developed using the same 

principles and architecture 

as Azure commercial clouds, 

Azure Government Secret 

enables fast access to sensitive, 

mission-critical information 

while maintaining the security 

and integrity of classified 

workloads. 

Datacenter modernization
IaaS lift & shift | Storage & backup

Database modernization
Re-platforming databases | Azure SQL | CosmosDB

High performance computing
Geospatial data | High performance GPU processing

DevTest
DevTest in the cloud

Next steps

Learn more at aka.ms/AzureGovSecret

Contact your account manager to get started.


